INQUIRY INTO THE REGULATION OF BROTHELS

Name: Ms Riley Alexander
Date Received: 13/08/2015
Hello,

My name is Riley and I'm a Victorian private sex worker.

I am writing to implore that you not go down the path of a legalised or partially criminalised model for NSW.

Especially on the back of the Amnesty decision to support decriminalisation world wide.

NSW already has one of the best models in the world that promotes safest outcomes for SWs.

In Victoria I am forced to register like a dog to work privately. Forced to undergo state mandated medical testing which is a violation of my human rights. I cannot work from a safe venue of my choosing without risking prosecution. I cannot use full body shots to advertise myself, nor describe my ethnicity, or even my services.

I risk severe fines and criminal conviction if I do not comply to these above measures, which are prohibitive and harmful.

NSW is a safe haven for so many workers.

Please do not go backwards when we are trying to move forward as an industry.

Regards,

Riley Alexander.